WEDDING BROCHURE 2022
IBIZA

YOURI CLAESSENS PHOTOGRAPHY

CONGRATULATIONS!
AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN WORKING TOGETHER.

Your wedding day is quickly approaching, and all of the details are starting to fall into place.
You might be feeling overwhelmed, but we're here to help! One of the most important
decisions you will make is deciding on a photographer for your big day. With so many options
out there, we are honoured that you are considered us to document your wedding on Ibiza.
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MEET YOUR PHOTOGRAPHERS

AVIETA & YOURI
We

are

a

husband

and

wife

photography

team,

traveling all trough Europe to capture the most
beautiful weddings. Youri is from the Netherlands,
Avieta from Switzerland. Together, we have worked all
over the world, to tell the stories of weddings with our
photo’s.

With two photographers, we are able to tell your story
from two different perspectives, styles and angles. We
can be at two places at once and capture every
moment, event, and reaction that takes place.

We want to capture every wedding exactly how it was;
with all the laughter, love and everything in-between.
Snapping a photo is easy, but directing a client and
leading them confidently throughout their photoshoot
is something entirely different. This is something we
not only strive to do - we guarantee it with each and
every client which is in front of our cameras.

When we are not behind our camera, we love spending
time with our family and friends. We also love to
travel and discover the world.
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¨WE WOULD LOVE TO CAPTURE YOUR WEDDING AND TO
CREATE MEMORIES FOR A LIFETIME WITH YOU¨
- AVIETA & YOURI
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HOW WE WORK
OUR ADVANTAGES

WE DON´T COUNT HOURS

We document your wedding day how it goes, without
any time limit. We start during the last moments of
the getting ready and we end when we have great
dancing shots. No worries when something will be
delayed, we stay till we have everything we need

INHOUSE EDITING

We edit our photos ourselves, we don't outsource this
to an agency. Like this we keep our quality as high as
possible.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

We only take on a limited amount of weddings per
year. Every wedding is very special for us and we do
everything to give you the best and most personal
experience as possible.

SUPPORT

We are happy to support you in every stage of your
planing process and on your big day. Our goal is not
only to capture unique imagery but also to make you,
as a wedding couple, feel confident and stress-free as
much as possible. We are here for you.
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PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES
PRICING AND PACKAGES

All our wedding packages cover the full day of your wedding, up till 12 hours of coverage. We
start during the last moments of the getting ready and we end when we have some amazing
party pictures. Like this we can tell your story in the best way as possible, without any stress
or limitations.

OPTION

OPTION

OPTION

ONE

TWO

THREE

Gold

Diamond

Platinum

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

- full day coverage*
- online gallery
- delivery within 6 weeks

-full day coverage*
- online gallery
- delivery within 4 weeks
- preview of 5 pictures

-full day coverage*
- online gallery
- delivery within 2 weeks
- preview of 10 pictures

- drone shots **
- highlight video***
- 40 page 25x25cm album

-drone shots**
- highlight video***
- 80 page 30x30cm album
- 2x 20x20cm album clones
- 100 fine-art prints
-linen box for storage

EUR
3450

EUR
4250

EUR
5950

* full day coverage = up to 12 hours
** drone shots = if the weather conditions and/or venue allow us to fly
*** highlight video = approx 80 images in a slideshow with your favourite song
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
PRICING AND PACKAGES

OPTION

OPTION

ADD-ONS

ALBUMS

engagement session : EUR 650

Artbook album - 50 pages - matte paper your choice of leather or linen covers

wooden box with 100 13x18cm images : EUR 550
13x18cm print on cotton paper: EUR 8
20x30cm print on cotton paper: EUR 40
30x40cm print on cotton paper: EUR 75
preview images within 2 days: EUR 200
highlight video: EUR 650
droneshots: EUR 650
delivery within 3 weeks: EUR 500
delivery within 1 week: EUR 1150

25x25cm album : EUR 850
30x30cm album: EUR 1050
two 20x20cm album clones: EUR 750
two 15x15 album clones: EUR 550
extra spreads 30x30cm: EUR 20
extra spreads 25x25cm: EUR 18
extra spreads 20x20cm: EUR 15
extra spreads 15x15cm: EUR 12

Heirloom albums : From EUR 800
The Journal Artbook: From EUR 1000
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FAQ

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ASKS US

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL COSTS TO THE WEDDING PACKAGES
All our packages include the full day coverage of your wedding, as well the costs for travel
and accommodation (when needed). We don´t like hidden costs.

HOW MANY IMAGES DO WE RECEIVE
We don´t want to limit ourselves to give a specific number of images which you will receive.
But for a full day wedding, you will receive a minimum of 600 images. These images are
carefully selected and edited by both of us.

DO YOU SPEAK MY LANGUAGE?
Yes, could be!Together we speak 6 languages. English, German, Swiss, Dutch, French and
Serbian. We also are still practicing the Spanish l

DO I HAVE TO ORDER PRINTS TROUGH YOU?
We highly recommend ordering prints trough our professional vendors, but it´s not required.
The difference in quality is huge when it comes to ordering trough a professional lab, so we
encourage our clients to let us help with their prints.

WHAT IS AN ENGAGEMENT PHOTOSHOOT
An engagement photoshoot is a portrait session from the both of you. Some couples plan this
session before their wedding date, to use these images for the invitation cards.
Some couples also prefer having an engagement session after the wedding day. It's a great
way to explore more of the wedding region and create sunning images.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WITH A ´HIGHLIGHT VIDEO´
In some packages is a highlight video included. A highlight video is a short (3-4 minutes)
slideshow of some of your wedding pictures. It also includes a short video of your wedding
venue. This video is really popular with couples to share on social media.
If you are looking for a videoteam, we can also connect you with some of the best in the
industry.
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ALBUM OPTIONS
You will be delighted at the gorgeous look and exquisite hand feel of our albums. From our
fully archival matte fine art paper to our luxurious handcrafted leather and linen covers, we
use only the best hand-selected materials. All albums are printed with Giclee pigment, the
most advanced pigment ink technology available. You can be proud of preservering your
memories for generations to come in the highest quality possible.
UPGRADE

ARTBOOK

HEIRLOOM BOOK

UPGRADE

THE JOURNAL ARTBOOK

PRINT METHODS
OPTIONS AND UPGRADES

Do you like your names in the front, do you prefer an image or do you have a custom logo? We
have all these options available for you, so you can choose your preference.

UPGRADE

EMBOSSING

CAMEO
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CUSTOM STAMP

ARTBOOK

Print type

Paper

Lay-Flat

INKJET

COTTON RAG
OR MATTE

YES

LEATHER OR LINEN

The ArtBook is our flagship album and the most popular choice amongst discerning
photographers. It’s known worldwide for its enduring beauty, classic simplicity and luxury
materials. Our ArtBooks are hand-made by some of the finest album artisans in the world.
Cotton rag is rated not to fade in 100+ years and does not have any optical brighteners.
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HEIRLOOM

Print type

Paper

Lay-Flat

SMOOTH
SATIN

NO

LINEN

DIGITAL PRESS
CMYK

Heirloom books are case-bound books printed on a four-color digital press (CMYK).
They are the only non-layflat book in our product range and are specially designed to showcase
individual images on each page.
This allows each image to stand alone as a work of art and allows the viewer to consider each
photograph without distraction.
As this product has a printing "gutter" in the middle, there is no option of designing images
across two facing pages as some portion of it will be lost in the middle.
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THE JOURNAL

Print type

Paper

Lay-Flat

INKJET

COTTON RAG
OR MATTE

YES

LEATHER

The Journal is unlike anything else - a soft, leather-wrap cover envelops pages of beautifully
hand-torn, cotton rag fine art prints - front page embossed in gold. A rustic leather strap
closure winds around to finish the look. The Journal cover is unattached to the block of pages
and available in select leathers.
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PREMIUM PASTEL LINENS
Natural, hand woven linens in exquisite colours. The uneven fabric texture makes
every cover unique.

EMBOSSING OPTIONS
Embossing is the process of stamping a brass type into the fabric at great pressure
and temperature leaving the letters permanently impressed into the surface of the
cover. Available in white, plain and gold.

GENUINE LEATHERS
Top-quality, full grain Italian leather. Simply classic.
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PRINTS

Weight

Appearance

Surface type

310-1000 GSM

MATTE

100% COTTON RAG

PRINT WHAT YOU LOVE

COTTON RAG
The fine, slightly textured surface and feel of
this paper is ideal for printing both black and
white

and

colour

photographs

and

art

reproductions with impressive pictorial depth.

DECKLED EDGE COTTON
Deckled edge prints have a gorgeously feathered
edge which feels like they have been discovered
between the pages of a long-lost antique.

MATTED COTTON
Matted Cotton Prints are printed with archival
inks on 100% Cotton Rag Paper and mounted on
an acid-free board to create an impressive
1000gsm

print.

We

have

added

a

bevelled

passepartout frame (2.6mm-3.0mm height) on
top for beautiful presentation and protection.
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WHAT'S NEXT?
To set up a consultation, please submit an
inquiry using the contact page on our
website. We will be in touch within 1
business day to discuss your needs further!
We can't wait to hear all about
your special day!
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